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President's Message –
Jesús Ilundáin-Agurruza, President jilunda@linfield.edu
Prolix as I can be, for once my fingers resist the keyboard. It is sobering to realize the depth of
the presidential lineup that precedes me. I can only say that I will strive to fulfill my charge to
the best of my ability, trusting in your judgment for having honored me with this role. The
weight of the responsibility is matched by my gratitude. Luckily, my enthusiasm is close behind.
I am honored to follow Carwyn Jones’ wake. He is a source of inspiration more than he can
imagine, on account of his fortitude after dire illness and, more to the purpose, for his wise
counsel, example, and support. I also want to congratulate him and Enlli, on our behalf, for the
joyful addition to their family—a baby boy, Tomos, who surely promises longer days and shorter
nights!
A round of applause goes to onsite organizers John Gleaves and Matthew Llewellyn and their
team. They worked so hard that, as Matthew pointed out, John saw his long flowing locks go.
But I am sure we all think it was worth it. This IAPS certainly had a most cordial vibe to it
(fittingly for California, land of the “vibe”) that saw old friendships celebrated and new ones
forged. Now we look forward to renewed and meaningful ones next year in Brazil’s Natal!
This year, very high quality presentations were book-ended by Graham McFee’s thought
provoking keynote (whom we’d love to see again before another ten years pass), and Gunnar
Breivik’s skillful delivery of the Warren Fraleigh Distinguished Scholar Address. Carwyn Jones,
with his presidential address, duly and inspiringly closed the circle to cap his presidency.
Before moving on to business typical and proper of these messages, I would like to thank the
outgoing officers who so excellently have served IAPS: Members-at Large Joan Grassbaugh
Forry and Dennis Hemphill, and Chad Carlson, former Honors Awards and Future Sites (HAFS)
Committee chair who now takes on the mantle of Member-at-Large. And I heartily welcome the
new members who will lead from the front: Teresa Oliveira Lacerda as the other Member-at
Large, and Mizuho Takemura and Kevin Krein, who join new HAFS chair Sarah Teetzel.
Continuing their service are our fearless Charlene Weaving as Secretary-Treasurer, tireless JPS
journal editor John Russell, Emily Ryall master of the Web and other virtual worlds, Lisa
Edwards and Pam Sailors as Members-at-Large, Mike Austin as Elections Chair, and Sharon
Stoll in charge of these newsletters.
I want to mention early in this message the record number of Student Travel Awards this year:
an impressive 31 awards to the tune of $250 per person. To put it in perspective, we began in
2009 offering six students $100. For an organization our size, this is remarkable. This bounty we
reap today is result of the foresight and hard work conducted by previous presidents and other
members involved in this process, and of course, your generosity. The IAPS sponsored student
luncheon, a new feature that will be repeated with different thematic contents, was also quite
successful. Thanks are due to John Russell, Emily Ryall and Pam Sailors for the advice they
dispensed. Please, keep being magnanimous with your wallet and your time. The students are
very appreciative. On their behalf, I pass on their heartfelt gratitude (I am the lucky one who gets
to read or hear this when they actually belong to you).
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As much as I like to rock boats, if only for the excitement, my goals as president follow the
course of past presidents. Sport philosophy is a growing discipline that is approaching the sweet
spot of the wave’s crest. It is our charge to ensure we ride it successfully. To this end, I have
three interlinked goals that can be summed up as: outreach and growth within a fiscally sound
strategy while cultivating IAPS’s unique ethos and personality.
The first calls for a strategy to increase our recognition while nurturing interdisciplinary
collaboration with other international associations that range from sports to traditional games
(Pan-Asian Society of Sport & Physical Education), from those centered on the body (CORPUS)
to dance and aesthetics. Executive contact as well as exchange of scholars and presenters is part
of the agenda. A subcommittee from the executive council will be exploring such possibilities.
Brazil proves opportune and auspicious, and part of our efforts this year will be to develop the
growth of sport philosophy with Brazilian academics within our broad conceptual sphere. In this
regard, the Asociación Latina de Filosofía del Deporte (ALFD) [Sport Philosophy Latin
Association] with members from Brazil, Italy, Portugal, and Spain, was recently formed at
Fullerton. Its role and relation to IAPS will be analogous to those of EAPS and BPSA.
A number of editorial developments are also perfectly aligned with this growth. First, the
Journal of the Philosophy of Sport will be publishing three issues per year, and membership now
also provides electronic access to another journal. Complemented by Sport, Ethics and
Philosophy, healthy and broad dialogue is assured. There is also another new mate on board,
online journal Fair Play, which publishes work in English, Portuguese and Spanish.
Additionally, the Sport Philosophy Translation Project, under the tutelage of John Russell (he
has spoons in all kinds of stews), is set to begin translating15 seminal articles into Chinese
(Mandarin), German, Japanese, and Spanish this fall. In a related way, there are several editorial
projects that involve a Handbook of the Philosophy of Sport edited by Bill Morgan and Mike
McNamee, and A Companion to the Philosophy of Sport that Cesar Torres has edited. Many of
our colleagues have written new chapters for these. Last, Pete Hopsicker and Chad Carlson have
set up the IAPS Archive to preserve our institutional memory. All of these developments will be
pivotal to provide a common disciplinary ground for countries where sport philosophy is
emerging. As you can see, my friends, many and very good things are taking place. And there is
more!
Many of our colleagues are also helping to expand our sphere of influence. Cesar Torres, acting
as a great ambassador for IAPS as representative for ICSSPE, is travelling to China. Heather
Reid organized an IAPS panel at the World Congress of Philosophy (attended by Yunus Tuncel
and myself), and presented at another session along with our colleagues Takayuki Hata, Koyo
Fukasawa, and Masami Sekine. Sigmund Loland and Mike McNamee delivered keynotes at the
European College of Sport Science in Barcelona this past June. Sarah Teetzel also gave a series
of lectures at the Olympic Academy in Greece. Last, our colleagues Mike Austin, Doug
McLaughlin, Heather Reid and Joan Forry have recently organized IAPS panels at the regional
meetings of the American Philosophical Association. Let’s thank them for their efforts. Now I
would like to encourage you to contribute to such endeavors by participating in and organizing
sessions, and recruiting members.
Financially, and in spite of the troubled economy, IAPS is quite healthy (largely due to the new
contract with Routledge and savvy investments). I would like to explore ways to ensure a fiscally
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sound future for IAPS while taking advantage of our current vigor, e.g., continuing support for
students, setting up a speaker’s fund, or exploring electronic ways to showcase sport philosophy
(such as a short series of online lectures or making an electronic repository of keynotes).
Third, one of the most common remarks I heard at this past annual meeting was how welcoming
our association is. It is to your credit that you make newcomers feel like they belong from the
start, and that old timers show the way to conduct genuine philosophical discourse during
presentations. As we grow, it is crucial that we keep this spirit alive by explicitly cultivating this
facet and becoming actively engaged in IAPS events on our part. The best thing is that this is
always enjoyable and returns manifold as bonhomie and joy.
In addition to next year’s IAPS (see CFP below), I want to highlight some upcoming events:
Shawn Klein will be organizing an IAPS panel for the Central APA meeting, and the 3rd Annual
Rockford University Sports Studies Symposium
http://sportsethicist.com/about/sports_studies_symposium2014/
Contact him at SKlein@Rockford.edu. In the spring there is the joint EAPS & BPSA meeting in
Nancy (Fr). Please see http://staps-nancy.univ-lorraine.fr, http://philosophyofsport.eu, or
http://www.philosophyofsport.org.uk
While there are proposals on the table to host the 2015 annual meeting, the Executive Council
invites you to consider hosting an annual conference. You can find the pertinent guidelines at
http://iaps.net/?attachment_id=736 Alternatively, you may contact any of the HAFS Committee
members: chair Sarah Teetzel, Sarah.Teetzel@ad.umanitoba.ca, Kevin Krein
kjkrein@uas.alaska.edu, or Mizuho Takemura, hanamizuho@gmail.com.
Last (at last!), a very friendly reminder to renew your membership at your first opportunity, if
only to avoid receiving a lengthy email from me—which will come first thing after the New
Year. This makes Charlene’s life a lot easier (and mine in turn as well). But above all, it
streamlines IAPS budget and operations greatly and ensures you get your journals on time (now
you get to choose free electronic access to another journal).
Thank you for reading—it was a long message but there were many and great news to
communicate. I reiterate my gratefulness for your trust. Somewhat cheekily, I would like to
begin by “delegating” some of the responsibility on your shoulders. I want to hear from you.
Please, send me any comments, suggestions, or complaints: jilunda@linfield.edu
May the rest of your year prove inspiring, productive, and joyful!

Secretary-Treasurer Message
Charlene Weaving, cweaving@stfx.ca
Greetings all, Below is the Secretary-Treasurer report for July 2013.
IAPS MEMBERSHIP

Please note that your 2013 IAPS membership will expire on December 31. 2013. You will be
sent renewal notice(s), from Human Kinetics beginning in November 2013, reminding you to
renew for the upcoming year (2014). http://iaps.net/join-iaps/
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We encourage you to please keep your IAPS membership up to date and ensure you email
address and mailing address are current.
We also remind you that there is the option when you renew to donate to the Student Travel
Awards. Thank you for supporting this important and critical endeavor.
As of the end of September 2013, IAPS has 159 members. Let’s try and make it to 175!
MINUTES AND REPORTS

IAPS Annual General Meeting Agenda, Saturday September 7. 2013 Fullerton,
California.11:20-12:15pm. *71 in attendance*
Meeting called to order: Carwyn Jones
1. Recognition of Officers [incoming in brackets]
Welcome Officers: [Incoming officers/committee members in brackets].
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

President. Carwyn Jones [Jesús Ilundáin-Agurruza].
Conference Chair: Jesús Ilundáin-Agurruza [appointment].
Elections Chair: Mike Austin
Secretary Treasurer: Charlene Weaving
Journal Editor: John Russell
Newsletter editor: Sharon Stoll [renewing]
Members at large (odd) Joan Forry, Dennis Hemphill [Teresa Lacerda & Chad
Carlson]
h. Members at large (even). Lisa Edwards, Pam Sailors
i. Webmaster: Emily Ryall.
j. Special thanks for the dedicated service of outgoing officers.
Confirmation of agenda
Confirmation of Minutes from previous meeting, September 15, 2012 in Porto Portugal.
Moved (John Russell). Seconded (Peter Hager). Approved.
Summary of Officer and Committee Reports (see attached reports)
a. President: Carwyn Jones
i.
The AGM adopted a different style this year. In order for the meeting to run
more efficiently, Carwyn highlighted key points from the Officer and
Committee Reports. These reports were distributed to the general membership
via email on the IAPS listserve on August 21. 2013. Carwyn opened the floor
to questions on the reports.
ii.
Carwyn thanked the Fullerton Conference Organizers and their students for
organizing such an excellent conference.
iii.
Jesús Illundáin-Agurruza was acknowledged for his work on the program.
Update on Matters Arising from Previous Meeting
a. Peter Hopsicker + Chad Carlson provided updated information on the IAPS
Archival project.
New Matters (Carwyn Jones)
a. Items from the Executive Meeting:
i.
John Gleaves was appointed as interim Conference Chair for 2013-2014
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ii.
iii.

Kevin Krein was appointed to the HAFS.
A subcommittee of the executive was established to examine and review
the conference structure and programme informed by the Conference
Chair’s detailed report. (This sub-committee will consist of the President,
the Conference Chair, and Members at Large).
iv.
Dennis Hemphill will lead a subcommittee examining keynotes and
funding. A strategic plan will be created.
v.
Charlene will work on a financial plan to present to the Executive in
January of 2014.
7. Other Items/Business
a. Information was presented and distributed on the 2014 IAPS conference in Natal
Brazil. September 3-6, 2014.
b. Mike McNamee provided information for IAPS members wishing to join BPSA.
Seeing that IAPS and BPSA journals are both published by Routledge, there may
be opportunities to explore how this situation can be of benefits to members of
both associations.
c. Emily Ryall indicated the BPSA conference will be held in conjunction with the
EPSA in Paris April 16-18. 2014.
d. Carwyn was thanked for his excellent work as President for the past two years.
8. Presentation of Awards
a. Francisco Javier Lopez Friaz was awarded the R. Scott Kretchmar Student Essay
Award for 2013.
b. The recipients of the 2014 Student Travel Grants were acknowledged.
c. It was announced that John Russell was the recipient of the 2014 Distinguished
Scholar Award.
d. Jesús Ilundáin-Agurruza and Charlene Weaving received the Distinguished
Service Award for 2013.
Respectfully Submitted, September 17, 2013. Charlene Weaving
Minutes of IAPS Annual Executive Meeting Minutes, Wednesday 4th of September
2013, Fullerton, CA, USA, 11:35 AM- 1:15 PM
1. Welcome Officers: [Incoming officers/committee members in brackets].
k. President. Carwyn Jones [Jesús Ilundáin-Agurruza].
l. Conference Chair: Jesús Ilundáin-Agurruza [to be appointed].
m. Elections Chair: Mike Austin
n. Secretary Treasurer: Charlene Weaving
o. Journal Editor: John Russell
p. Newsletter editor: Sharon Stoll [renewing]
q. Members at large (odd) Joan Forry, Dennis Hemphill [Teresa Lacerda & Chad
Carlson]
r. Members at large (even). Lisa Edwards, Pam Sailors
s. Webmaster: Emily Ryall.
2. Regrets (Mike Austin, Sharon Stoll and Lisa Edwards).
3. Confirmation of agenda
4. Approval of minutes from previous meeting September 12. 2012 Porto, Portugal
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5.

6.

7.

8.

Moved (Jesús Ilundáin-Agurruza), Seconded (Pam Sailors).
Matters arising from previous meeting (Carwyn Jones)
a. The executive decided to keep membership dues the same as 2012-2013. There
was also discussion on how to improve the online membership form. It should
also include that JPS is published tri-annually.
Officers Reports (note: officer reports were distributed August 21st.).
a. President: Carwyn Jones (see report)
i.
Carwyn thanked the conference organizers and highlighted the key points
from the other executive reports.
ii.
Members of the Executive were thanked for their hard work throughout the
year.
b. Secretary Treasurer: Charlene Weaving (see report)
i.
Outlined the budget for 2012-2013.
ii.
Reported on membership numbers and student initiatives.
iii.
Indicated that a financial plan will be developed by January 2014 and will
be presented to the Executive for discussion and feedback.
c. Journal Editor: John Russell (see report).
i.
John discussed the high submission rate for JPS and the current backlog.
d. Newsletter editor: Sharon Stoll (see report).
e. Webmaster: Emily Ryall (see report).
Committee Reports.
a. Conference Chair: Jesús Ilundáin-Agurruza (see report.)
i.
In lieu of the extensive items for discussion and deliberation, Carwyn
proposed that sub-committees be established to examine the pressing and
important issues the Conference Chair emphasized.
ii.
The President, the Conference Chair and the Members at Large will
review the conference structure and programme informed by Jesús’ report
(i.e. they will examine abstract criteria and length of presentations). The
role of the Members at Large will also be formalized and amendments to
the constitution will be voted on by the membership at the annual
conference in September 2014 in Brazil.
iii.
Dennis Hemphill will work with Charlene and Jesús to examine IAPS
funding keynote speakers (currently keynote speakers expenses come from
the host conference’s budget) and potential themes at future conferences.
The ultimate goal being to decrease the cost of conference registration
rates for individual members.
iv.
The Conference Chair, the President and the Secretary Treasurer will
examine the current policy on student travel grants.
v.
Carwyn thanked Jesús for his outstanding work on the program.
b. Honors, Awards, and Future Sites: Chad Carlson (Chair), Sarah Teetzel and Arno
Mueller.
i.
Ratification vote of the 2014 Natal Brazil site proposal and announcement
of dates: September 3 to 6, 2014.
ii. Discussion of “Honorary Member” IAPS award.
c. Elections: Mike Austin (see report)
New Business
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a. The Executive appointed John Gleaves as interim Conference Chair for 2013-2014.
b. The Executive appointed Kevin Krein to HAFS.
9. Other Business
a. Joan Forry will spearhead an initiative to examine IAPS sessions at APA conferences.
Guidelines/standards will be developed for IAPS members organizing APA sessions.
The Executive agreed that ALL presenters in IAPS sessions at the APA should be
members in good standing with the association.
b. John Russell proposed that at APA sessions, the work/writings of IAPS members
should be publicized to celebrate and profile IAPS.
c. John Russell indicated that IAPS ought to negotiate with Routledge regarding the
addition of the 3rd issue of JPS. John and Charlene will work together on this.
d. Charlene expressed her concern with individuals presenting more than one paper (as
solo authors) at IAPS conferences. The Conference Chair agreed to look into this and
develop policy within the sub-committee.
e. Carwyn was thanked for his excellent service as President for the past two years.
f. Carwyn concluded the meeting with some closing remarks and thanks.
Respectfully Submitted, September 17. 2013 Charlene Weaving
2013 IAPS Executive Agenda and Reports (as distributed to the executive August
21. 2013). See Attachments
2013 IAPS AGM Agenda and Reports (as distributed to the membership August 21.
2013. See Attachments

2013 Fullerton IAPS Conference, September.
Jesus Ilundain jilunda@linfield.edu
The Rear View Mirror

The annual meeting held at California State University – Fullerton was one of the largest
meetings held in US soil in recent memory, probably the largest. And that meant a somewhat
tight schedule. But presenters by and large cheerfully, collegially and ably adapted, condensing
great quality material into 30-minute sessions. Having received feedback, our goal for next year
will be to revise times for presentations within feasible limits pending number of presentations—
which may mean more parallel sessions (and tough choices as to what to attend!). That said, the
high caliber of the papers reflects the sound state of the profession and the excellent job
performed by all Members-at-Large, who were involved in the selection process. These are
auspicious foundations for next year.
The View Ahead

Thus, it is with great pride, pleasure, and anticipation that we announce the 43rd Annual IAPS
Conference that will take place in gorgeous Natal, Brazil, from September 3rd to the 6th. Alberto
Reppold and a committee of close collaborators, along with Jim Parry, have been hard at work
for over a year already, finding the best hotels, venues, and events. On a future email from
Acting Conference Chair, John Gleaves, you will received the URL for the conference website.
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And this is a good moment to thank John Gleaves for stepping up to the plate. I have no doubts
that he will hit it outside the park, so to speak. I really look forward to working with him to
further work for you. For now, I will point out that you can find his e-mail and contact
information in the Call for Papers (CFP) in case you have questions about the conference.
On a personal note, I want to deeply thank you all for the opportunity I had to serve you for these
past three years. It may sound odd for someone with my name (and questionable moral station)
to say I feel blessed… Yet, that is the best way to articulate how wonderful you made it. I
firmly believe John is going to love his new charge. Please, show him the kindness and cheer
you have gifted me with thus far.
Incidentally, Emily Ryall has revamped the honors page on the website, which now suitably
includes a section that lists the award’s recipients.

2013 IAPS Awards at IAPS in Fullerton.
John S Russell was recognized with the Warren Fraleigh Distinguished Scholar Award. He will
deliver his lecture at the 2014 IAPS Annual meeting in Natal, Brazil.
Francisco Javier López Frías was awarded the third R. Scott
Kretchmar Student Essay Award for his paper entitled “

Charlene
Weaving and Jesús Ilundáin-Agurruza were
awarded the 2013 Distinguished Service Award.

News from The Journal of the
Philosophy of Sport
J. S. Russell (editor), jsrussell@shaw.ca
I can now confirm officially that we will begin publishing three issues a year starting in January
2014. The schedule for publication will be January, May, and October. The January issue will
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normally be devoted either to a stand-alone special issue or will combine a special section with
publication of regular JPS articles. The January 2014 issue will have a special section devoted to
sport and gender. Guest editor Angela Schneider has invited seven authors to make
contributions. Their work has now been received and should be available on-line prior to official
publication in January. These papers will be available electronically as soon as they are copyedited and the authors return the proofs, probably by late November. Check the "Latest Articles"
tab on the journal website for accepted articles that are in the queue for publication:
<http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjps20/current#.UlLTOOZraM8>.
The editorial board recently agreed to adopt an informal limit of 6,000 words for articles.
Previously, we have had a limit of 9,000 words which has not been systematically enforced. This
decision addresses an emerging problem of distributive justice. With increased numbers of
submissions and acceptances in the past few years, there is more demand for journal pages than
there is supply, and we have developed a substantial backlog. Moving to three issues a year
should help somewhat, but there is likely still to be a problem. 6,000 words is about 20-24 pages
of text and notes, double spaced with a 12 point font.
Paul Gaffney has kindly agreed to guest edit either a special section or a stand-alone issue on
teamwork for the January 2015 issue. As always, I am eager to hear proposals for special section
topics.
Here is the table of contents for the October 2013 issue, volume 40, number 2. I have seen the
proofs, so I expect that you will receive your paper copies of the journal shortly.
JPS Volume 40, Number 2

Articles:
The Reality of Fantasy Sports: A Metaphysical and Ethical Analysis, by Chad Carlson
Express Yourself: The Value of Theatricality in Soccer, by Kenneth Aggerholm
Game-Players and Game-Playing: A Response to Kreider, Richard Royce
Games of Sport, Works of Art, and the Striking Beauty of Asian Martial Arts, Barry Allen
Don’t Bring It On: The Case Against Cheerleading as a Collegiate Sport, by Andrew B. Johnson
and Pam R. Sailors
Book Reviews:
Introduction to the Philosophy of Sport, by Heather Read. Review by Jesus Ilundain
The Red Sox and Philosophy: Green Monster Meditations, edited by Michael Macomber.
Review by Dale Murray

2014 IAPS Conference – Call for Papers
The International Association for the Philosophy of Sport invites the submission of abstracts to
be considered for presentation at the 42nd Annual 2014 IAPS meeting. The conference will be
held September 3-6, 2014 in Natal (Brazil) sponsored by the Universidade Federal do Rio
Grande do Sur.
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Abstracts are welcome on any area of philosophy of sport (broadly construed), including
metaphysics, epistemology, aesthetics, and ethics, and from any theoretical approach, including
analytic philosophy and critical theory. While IAPS recognizes, values, and encourages
interdisciplinary approaches and methodologies, acceptance is contingent on the philosophical
content of the project. Emerging scholars are encouraged to submit works in progress.
A Program Committee of three IAPS peers will review abstracts. Contributors will be notified
about the status of their abstracts by May 19, 2014.
Proposals for round table and panel discussions, including a tentative list of participants, are also
welcome and should follow the same format as paper abstracts.
Submit abstracts to the following email: iaps2014natal@gmail.com
For other queries write to: jgleaves@Exchange.FULLERTON.EDU
Contributors who lack access to e-mail may send a hard copy instead to the following
address:John Gleaves, IAPS Conference Chair, Assistant Professor of Philosophy – CSUFullerton, 800 N. State College Blvd, Fullerton, CA 92835

Call for Future IAPS Conference Site Proposals
The Honors, Awards, and Future Sites (HAFS) committee has not yet received any proposals to
host the 2015 IAPS conference. The Committee encourages all those who are interested in
hosting a conference in 2015 or 2016 to submit a proposal. Guidelines and forms to assist in the
preparation of proposals are available on the IAPS website (http://www.iaps.net/conference ).
Questions and completed site proposals should be submitted to the chair of the HAFS
Committee, which for 2013-2014 is Sarah Teetzel, and submissions can be sent to
sarah.teetzel@umanitoba.ca . For the sake of fair review and scheduling, the HAFS committee
(Kevin Krein, Arno Mueller, Mizuho Takemura, and Sarah Teetzel) will give preference to site
proposals received before November 1 of the year that is two years prior to the intended
conference host date, i.e. for proposals received before November 1 to host the 2015 IAPS
conference.

Fourth R. Scott Kretchmar Student Essay Award Contest
The International Association for the Philosophy of Sport announces the fourth
edition of the “R. Scott Kretchmar Student Essay Award” in conjunction with its
42nd annual conference. The award honors the contribution of Professor
Kretchmar to the profession, in particular his devotion and dedication to the many
students he has inspired to study philosophy of sport. An IAPS panel, consisting of members
serving on the Honors, Awards and Future Sites Committee and elected Members-at-Large, will
grant the award to an essay of outstanding quality addressing any philosophical issue arising in
sport or a related area (games, play, dance, embodiment, or other movement-related activities).
The student whose essay is chosen shall present the paper at the Annual Meeting of IAPS,
September 3-6, 2014 in Natal (Brazil) hosted by the Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sur.
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ELIGIBILITY

1. Any student enrolled in an undergraduate, masters, or doctoral program at conference time
(or who graduated prior to the conference in the calendar year corresponding to the award).
2. To submit the essay students must be IAPS members (membership fee w/o journal is $10
US).
AWARD

1. $ 250 US cash prize
2. Conference Registration
REQUIREMENTS

1. Candidates should submit, by June 16, 2014, a formal essay that addresses philosophical
issues related to sport. A separate abstract for the paper is due on March 31, 2014 - see call
for papers
2. Guidelines:
a. Essays should be in English, contain original arguments, and not be published or
submitted for publication/review elsewhere before being presented at the conference.
b. 3,000-5,000 words. Longer papers will not be accepted. Include word count with
name and affiliation separately. References do not count toward word limit.
c. Text in standard format: double-spaced, one inch margins; word-processing font size
no smaller than 12.
d. Follow the Journal of Philosophy of Sport Guidelines.
e. The student must be the sole author of the paper.
f. Submissions are limited to one per student.
3. The writer shall attend the convention and present the paper.
4. Please, submit paper electronically as a Word document (blind-review ready) to:
iaps2014natal@gmail.com
5. The committee will provide suitable feedback to all students who submit essays.
If e-mail is not available, please send a hard copy to the following address: John Gleaves - IAPS
Conference Chair, Assistant Professor of Philosophy – CSU- Fullerton, 800 N. State College
Blvd Fullerton, CA 92835

Pictures from Fullerton, IAPS 2013 Conference
Charlene Weaving was busy with her camera – find your picture and enjoy.
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PDF of Routledge and Journal of Philosophy of Sport
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